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Surface scaling analysis of a frustrated spring-network model for surfactant-templated hydrogels
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We propose and study a statistical-mechanical model, inspired by recent atomic force microscopy studies of
the surface structures of crosslinked polymer gels into which voids are introduced through templating by
surfactant micelles@M. Chakrapaniet al., e-print cond-mat/0112255#. The gel is represented by a frustrated,
triangular network of nodes connected by springs of random equilibrium lengths. The nodes represent
crosslinkers, and the springs correspond to polymer chains. The boundaries are fixed at the bottom, free at the
top, and periodic in the lateral direction. Voids are introduced by deleting a proportion of the nodes and their
associated springs. The model is numerically relaxed to a representative local energy minimum, resulting in an
inhomogeneous, ‘‘clumpy’’ bulk structure. The free top surface is defined at evenly spaced points in the lateral
~x! direction by the height of the topmost spring, measured from the bottom layer,h(x). Its scaling properties
are studied by calculating the root-mean-square surface width and the generalized increment correlation func-
tionsCq(x)5^uh(x01x)2h(x0)uq&. The surface is found to have a nontrivial scaling behavior on small length
scales, with a crossover to scale-independent behavior on large scales. As the vacancy concentration ap-
proaches the site-percolation limit, both the crossover length and the saturation value of the surface width
diverge in a manner that appears to be proportional to the bulk connectivity length. This suggests that a
percolation transition in the bulk also drives a similar divergence observed in surfactant templated polyacry-
lamide gels at high surfactant concentrations.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.66.046119 PACS number~s!: 89.75.Da, 82.70.Gg, 61.43.Hv, 68.37.Ps
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I. INTRODUCTION

Crosslinked polymer hydrogels are completely interco
nected polymer networks that combine high water cont
with high porosity, forming macroscopic molecules that ha
applications in many fields. Their wide range of pore siz
makes such gels ideal for separation of biological macrom
ecules by electrophoresis or chromatography@1#. The
crosslinking process induces a reorganization of the poly
structure, resulting in inhomogeneities in the spatial den
@2–6#. These inhomogeneities affect the surface configu
tions of the gels, but only in recent years have advance
atomic force microscopy~AFM! made possible the imagin
of soft material surfaces in an aqueous environment@7#. The
effects of the crosslinking density, temperature, pressure,
sample thickness on the surface topography have been
ied by Suzukiet al. @7,8#. Their results indicate that th
structural features of the surface on both the micrometer
nanometer scales depend on these factors. It has been
gested@7# that control of the characteristic length scale of t
gel surface using external stimuli may have applications
variety of fields, such as regulation of adsorption and rele
of specific molecules by the intermolecular forces betwe
the surface and the molecule. Thus, gel surfaces provid
unique opportunity to explore the interplay between pheno
ena on the macroscopic and nanoscopic scales.

Templated polyacrylamide gels are formed by polymer
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ing acrylamide with a crosslinker in the presence of a surf
tant. The surfactant molecules form monodisperse mice
of a size roughly comparable with the crosslinker separat
and the presence of these micelles alters the gel pore s
ture, enhancing the gel’s separation properties@9#. In a recent
work the surface morphology of templated polyacrylami
gels was extensively studied by AFM and scaling analysis
the resulting images@10#. This study indicates that the ge
surfaces are self-affine on short length scales, with roughn
~Hurst! exponents on the order of 0.8–1. In the absence
surfactant a crossover length, above which the surface is
longer self-affine, was estimated to be on the order of 3
nm, and the saturation value of the interface width was
the order of 1 nm. Both values increased dramatically w
the introduction of surfactant.

Detailed kinetic lattice models of the polymerization
crosslinked polymer gels have previously been construc
@11#. However, they emphasize the kinetics of polymeriz
tion and are extremely computationally intensive. Inspir
by the experiments reported in Ref.@10#, the aim of the
present work is rather to construct and study a simple c
tinuum model that can reproduce some of the observed s
ing characteristics of the templated gel surfaces at a m
modest~but still substantial! computational cost by concen
trating on the elastic structure of the gel. In doing so,
neglect other aspects of polymer physics, in particular
excluded-volume interactions that are important to ac
rately describe structure on short length scales. Some
liminary results were presented in Ref.@12#.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Sec. II we introduce the model and detail some aspects o
numerical calculations. In Sec. III we recall some scali
©2002 The American Physical Society19-1
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concepts associated with the analysis of surfaces. In Sec
we show the results of our calculations, in particular,
scaling properties of the surface width and increment co
lation function along with their dependence on the size of
sample. We also comment on the relevance of our results
the interpretation of recent AFM experiments. Finally,
Sec. V we present our conclusions.

II. MODEL

The model consists of a two-dimensional network
nodes interconnected by massless springs. The nodes r
sent crosslinker molecules, and the connecting springs re
sent polymer chains. The network topology consists of a
angular lattice of nodes, each of which is connected
harmonic springs to its six nearest neighbors~except at the
top and bottom surfaces, where each node has only four
nections!. The model has no excluded-volume interactio
which limits its ability to accurately describe structure
short length scales. A triangular lattice was chosen to en
geometrical stability in two dimensions without introducin
bond-angle constraints. The corresponding unrealistic
high crosslinker functionality should not significantly influ
ence our results. The network has periodic boundary co
tions in the horizontal~x! direction, free boundary condition
at the top (y.0) layer, and the nodes in the bottom layer a
fixed aty50, corresponding to bonding to a rigid substra
There areLx nodes in the horizontal direction andLy nodes
in the vertical direction.

The total energy of the network isE5( i(1/2)ki( l i
2 l 0i)

2, whereki , l i , and l 0i , are the spring constant, th
actual length, and the equilibrium length under zero exter
force of the i th spring, respectively.~All quantities in this
paper are given in dimensionless units.! The equilibrium
length of each spring is independent of the other springs
is randomly chosen with probability density function~PDF!

P~ l 0i !52g l 0iexp~2g l 0i
2 !, ~1!

whereg is proportional to the inverse of the average num
of monomers between crosslinkers. This PDF correspond
the case that the equilibrium distance between crosslinke
proportional to the square root of an exponentially distr
uted number of monomers. It is consistent with the pict
that crosslinkers are distributed randomly along the polym
chains, and that a spring of equilibrium lengthl 0i corre-
sponds to a polymer of the same average end-to-end dist
in the random-coil collapsed phase@13,14#. The average
equilibrium length of a spring iŝl 0i&5Ap/g/2. In agree-
ment with a mean-field spin-chain approximation for t
elastic properties of a collapsed polymer chain@14#, we re-
quire that the elastic constant of thei th spring should be
inversely proportional to its equilibrium length,ki5 l 0i

21 in
our dimensionless units.

With the above distribution of equilibrium lengths, th
PDF for the forceF exerted by a spring of lengthl is

P~Fu l !5
2g l 2

~12F !3
expF2gS l

12F D 2G ~2!
04611
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for F<1, while it vanishes forF.1. The average force
exerted by a spring of lengthl is then

^Fu l &512 lAgp. ~3!

Initially, springs with equilibrium lengths drawn indepen
dently according toP( l 0) are placed on the bonds of a reg
lar triangular lattice of unit lattice constant, such that all
them are stretched or compressed to a length of one. In o
that this initial configuration should not be globally stresse
we impose the condition that the average force exerted b
spring of unit length should be zero. By Eq.~3!, this is sat-
isfied for g51/p. However, the initial configuration islo-
cally stressed, sincel i51 for all i while ^ l 0i&5p/2'1.57.
The system is frustrated in the sense that there is no con
ration that can simultaneously minimize the energies of
the springs. As a result there is a large number of configu
tions corresponding to local energy minima with similar e
ergies.

The network was relaxed using the limited-memo
Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno~L-BFGS! quasi-Newton
minimization algorithm@15,16# until a locally stable con-
figuration was reached, corresponding to a local minimum
the global energy landscape. By minimizing several stati
cally equivalent realizations of the random spring configu
tion, we checked that the local minima reached by this p
cedure are representative of typical relaxed configuratio
Although the total energies of different relaxed configu
tions were not completely identical, all the structural resu
were the same to within our numerical accuracy.

The L-BFGS subroutine requires the calculation of t
total energy and its gradients, i.e., the local forces in
vertical and horizontal directions for each node. By monit
ing the total energy and the absolute value of the force
found that the subroutine must be called about 33104 times
to ensure that the system reaches a local minimum. S
each relaxation step requires a new evaluation of the t
energy and the local forces, the L-BFGS algorithm is qu
computationally intensive, taking about 1–2 days on a c
rent 600 MHz dual-processor Pentium III PC with 512 M
of shared memory to relax a typical system with about 16

degrees of freedom. However, it was far more efficient
our application than a naı¨ve steepest-descent method, requ
ing about an order of magnitude less computer time wh
leading to essentially equivalent final energies and structu
After relaxation, we examined the bulk and surface prop
ties of the network. Images of a typical relaxed network a
shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Inhomogeneities in the spa
crosslinker density are evident in these figures.

III. SCALING PROPERTIES OF SURFACES

The scaling properties associated with the height fluct
tions of rough surfaces have been the object of a great de
interest. Vapor deposition, epitaxial growth, polymer grow
and many other phenomena exhibit scale invariance@17–20#.
In a statistical sense, the height of a single-valued self-af
random surface,h(x), satisfies the scaling relation

h~x!5l2Hh~lx!, ~4!
9-2
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FIG. 1. Details of the surface and bulk structures of relaxed 10243768 systems with vacancy concentrations of~a! 0%, ~b! 40%, and~c!
49.5%. The thin line segments represent polymer chains. The bold lines~vertically displaced for easier viewing! represent the free surface
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wherel is a dimensionless scaling parameter andH is the
so-called Hurst exponent, which in this case is identica
the roughness exponent@20#. Consequently, the incremen
correlation functionC(x) of a translationally invariant, self
affine surface scales as

C~x!5^@h~x01x!2h~x0!#2&;x2H, ~5!

where the average is taken overx0. Many surfaces present
mixed behavior characterized by

C~x!;H x2H for x! l 3

const forx@ l 3 ,
~6!

where l 3 is a crossover length scale separating the two
haviors. However, there exist surfaces for which the sca
04611
o

-
g

cannot be described by a single exponent; instead an infi
hierarchy of characteristic exponents has to be introduc
These surfaces are called multiaffine, and they are occas
ally observed in nature@21–23#. Molecular-beam epitaxy
~MBE! models@24#, polished metal surfaces@25#, geomor-
phological features@26#, and time series of financial dat
@27,28# provide some examples of multiaffine scaling. T
characteristic exponents of a multiaffine function can be c
culated from theqth order increment correlation function
defined as

Cq~x!5^uh~x01x!2h~x0!uq&;xqHq ~7!

with the generalized Hurst exponentHq depending continu-
ously onq, at least in some region ofq values. ThusC2(x) is
identical to the usual increment correlation functionC(x)
9-3
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BUENDÍA, MITCHELL, AND RIKVOLD PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 046119 ~2002!
defined in Eq.~5!. Like self-affine surfaces, multiaffine su
faces can show a crossover to scale-independent beha
analogous to Eq.~6!.

In the following section we present our results on t
structure of the bulk and the scaling behavior of the surfa
calculated after the spring network has been relaxed t
representative local energy minimum.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We analyzed spring networks of sizesLx3Ly . In order to
simulate experimental measurements of the scaling beha
of surfaces of gels in which pores have been introduced
polymerizing acrylamide plus a crosslinker templated w
surfactants that are later removed@9,10#, we created voids in
the networks. The voids were introduced by selecting a p
portion of the nodes at random and removing these no
and the springs associated with them. Next, the Hosh
Kopelman algorithm@29,30# was applied to identify and dis
card clusters that were not connected to the fixed subst
This last step is particularly important near the si
percolation limit, which for the triangular lattice is at a v
cancy concentration of 50%@30,31#. Note that by ‘‘vacancy
concentration’’ we always mean the initial concentration
vacant nodes before removal of the disconnected clus
The total volume fraction of the void structure resulting fro
the cluster removal is of course larger.

We define the one-dimensional surface as the set of
face heights,h(xj ), at equally spaced discrete points,xj
P@0,Lx), considering the polymer chains as straight line s
ments between nearest-neighbor connected nodes. To c
late the surface height atxj , we first identify the set of all
springs which intersect a vertical line atxj . From this set of
springs, we define

FIG. 2. Magnified detail of the relaxed bulk structure for
10243768 system without vacancies.
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h~xj !5max@yi~xj !#, ~8!

whereyi(xj ) is the vertical location of the intersection of th
i th spring atxj . We use the sign convention thaty50 for the
fixed bottom nodes and the free surface is located at pos
values ofy. In Fig. 1 we show details of the bulk and fre
surface of systems with vacancy concentrations of 0%, 4
and 49.5%, while in Fig. 2 we show a magnified view of
section of the bulk of a vacancy-free system.

To obtain an estimate of the finite-size effects and se
an appropriate system size for the production runs, we
considered vacancy-free spring networks of sizesLx3Ly ,
with Lx5512, 1024, and 2048, andLy5256, 384, 512, 640,
and 748. We calculated the root-mean-square width of
surface~also known as the rms roughness! on a length scale
L, wL , by recursively subdividing the surface inton non-
overlapping segments of lengthL5Lx /n, with n an integer
between 2 andLx/2. The mean-square width of thekth seg-
ment is

wLk
2 5^y2&Lk2^y&Lk

2 , ~9!

where^ &Lk denotes averaging within the segment. The r
width is defined as the square root of the average ofwLk

2 over
then segments,wL5An21(k51

n wLk
2 . The statistical errors in

wL were estimated in the usual way from the standard de
tion of wLk

2 .
At this point we emphasize that the order in which t

average and the square root are taken in the definition ofwL
is important. For a simple self-affine surface it is irreleva
whether the square root is taken before or after the aver
in either case one obtains the same exponent. However,
multiaffine surface the results are quite different. In this ca
the exponent obtained fromwL is equal to that calculated
from the increment correlation functionC(L) only when the
average is calculatedbefore taking the square root, as it i
done here. The results forwL , averaged over four indepen
dent configurations for each system size, are shown in Fig

The data shown in Fig. 3 indicate that, for the values ofLx
and Ly considered,wL is independent of the system siz
However, when comparing the average height for thej th
layer in the relaxed system,^yj&, with its original value in
the regular triangular lattice, we found a slight contracti
limited to approximately the top 250 layers. To minimiz
finite-size effects due to interference of the finite thickne
Ly with this skin effect, while maintainingLx as large as
possible so as to reach large horizontal length scales
reduce statistical uncertainties in the estimates ofwL , we
chose a system size ofLx3Ly510243768 for the produc-
tion runs. Both the bulk and surface structures were analy
as discussed in the following two subsections.

A. Bulk structure

In this subsection, we discuss the bulk properties of
spring network far from both the fixed and free surfaces.
only present results for a gel without vacancies. For gels w
high vacancy concentrations, it is difficult to define a bu
region, since the width of the surface region increases w
9-4
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SURFACE SCALING ANALYSIS OF A FRUSTRATED . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 046119 ~2002!
increasing vacancy concentration. To study the bulk struc
in this case, simulations with periodic boundary conditio
would be preferable.

The presence of inhomogeneities in the spatial crosslin
distribution, where the crosslinkers and the polymer cha
~shown as line segments! have greater densities in some r
gions~clumps!, can be seen in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. The effect
more pronounced for higher vacancy concentrations. Thi
a desirable feature of the model since static inhomogene
are characteristic of crosslinked polyacrylamide gels a
have been related to a freezing-in of the topological struc
during polymerization@2–6#. For gels without vacancies
Fig. 1~a!, the clumping is not as obvious to the eye. Thus,
show in Fig. 2 a magnified image of a small region of th
bulk of a vacancy-free system, in which the clumping can
clearly seen. To quantify the clumping, we characterize
bulk scaling properties of the gel by a method analogou
the width-scaling method of Eq.~9!.

We definer(x,y)5( id(x2xi ,y2yi) to be the density of
nodes at a particular point (x,y) of the bulk. Hered(•) is the
two-dimensional Dirac delta function, and the sum runs o
all nodes (xi ,yi) in the system. We calculate the mean a
the variance of the number of nodes inside a box of sideL,
^N&L and ^N2&L2^N&L

2 , respectively, by averagingr(x,y)
over nonoverlapping boxes. When there are no correlat
within the gel, corresponding to a purely random distributi
of node positions, the number of nodes in a box obey
Poisson distribution. This yieldŝN&L /(^N2&L2^N&L

2)51.
However, when the nodes have a more regular distribut
the denominator is reduced and the ratio increases. In F
^N&L /(^N2&L2^N&L

2)21, averaged over eight independe
realizations of the system, is shown vsL from L50.25 to 10.
For smallL, the function tends to zero, indicating that nod
that are very close together are essentially randomly pla
The function goes through a maximum near the aver
spring length (L'1.57), corresponding to a more regul

FIG. 3. The rms surface widthwL for vacancy-free spring net
works, shown on a log-log scale as a function of the length scaL
for a number of system sizes. The two scaling regimes define
Eq. ~6! are clearly seen. The data are averaged over four inde
dent configurations for each system size.
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distribution of the nodes on this scale. Inclusion of exclude
volume interactions would modify the bulk correlations f
small distances, relative to the present model.

B. Surface scaling behavior

We calculated theqth root of the qth order increment
correlation function,Cq

1/q(L), for q50.5, 1, 1.5, 2, and 2.5.
The results for systems with 0%, 40%, and 49.5% vacan
are shown in Figs. 5~a!, 5~b!, and 5~c!, respectively. For each
of the two lower vacancy concentrations the data were a
aged over ten independent realizations of the system, w
thirteen realizations were used for the highest concentrat
For all three vacancy concentrations, the surface is seen t
multiaffine with q-dependent slopes forL below a crossover
length,l 3 . @For the highest vacancy concentration, Fig. 5~c!,
two scaling regimes with different, nonzeroHq are seen for
q<1.# For L. l 3 , Cq

1/q reaches a saturation valueCsat
1/q .

Both of these length scales,l 3 and Csat
1/q , depend on the

vacancy concentration andq in ways that are discussed be
low.

By numerically calculating the logarithmic derivatives
the correlation functions with respect toL we determine the
scaling exponents,

Hq5
1

q

d logCq~L !

d logL
. ~10!

Effective values forHq for different L andq were estimated
as two-point derivatives over intervals corresponding to
doubling ofL. The results are shown in Figs. 6~a!, 6~b!, and
6~c! for systems with 0%, 40%, and 49.5% vacancies,
spectively. The figures clearly indicate that on length sca
below l 3 , the surfaces are multiaffine withq-dependent
scaling exponentsHq . In this scaling regime the effective

in
n-

FIG. 4. The bulk scale parameter vs the length scaleL. The data
are for a system of 10243768 nodes with 0% vacancies, averag
over eight independent configurations. The function values n
zero indicate randomly placed nodes at small length scales, an
maximum at L'1.57, which is the average equilibrium sprin
length, indicates that nodes are most regularly placed on this s
9-5
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FIG. 5. Theqth root of the generalized increment correlatio
function Cq(L) for systems with vacancy concentrations~a! 0%
vacancies, averaged over ten independent realizations.~b! 40% va-
cancies, averaged over ten independent realizations.~c! 49.5% va-
cancies, averaged over thirteen independent realizations.
04611
FIG. 6. The effective generalized Hurst exponentHq for sys-
tems with different vacancy concentrations, obtained as logarith
two-point derivatives ofCq

1/q(L) with respect toL. The data for
Cq

1/q(L) were averaged as in Fig. 5. For smallL andq, the deriva-
tive approaches unity, indicatingHq'1.0. For largeL, Hq ap-
proaches zero, signaling the scale-independent saturation reg
~a! 0% vacancies.~b! 40% vacancies.~c! 49.5% vacancies.
9-6
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SURFACE SCALING ANALYSIS OF A FRUSTRATED . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 046119 ~2002!
exponents are approximately independent ofL. Scaling ex-
ponentsHq for different values of the vacancy concentrati
are presented in Table I. The exponents shown in this ta
were obtained from Eq.~10! at fixedL50.088, in the small-
L scaling regime. In Fig. 7 we show how these values ofHq
change withq and the vacancy concentration. Forq.1, Hq
decreases with increasing vacancy concentration, while i
creases forq,1. For q51, Hq is slightly below unity and
independent of the vacancy concentration to within our
merical accuracy.

Multiaffinity is relatively rare in natural surfaces, and,
fact, it is not observed in the experimental system that
spired the present study@10#. It is therefore reasonable t
inquire about the source of the multiaffinity observed in o
model. We find that it is caused by the finite density of d
continuities, which result from overhangs in the simulat
surfaces~see Fig. 1!. This effect is illustrated in two ways in
Fig. 8. In Fig. 8~a! we show on a log-log scaleCq(L)1/q for
different values ofq for surfaces generated by fitting linea
line segments of unit length to self-affine surfaces with
Hurst exponent of 0.75, which were generated by the met
of successive additions@32#. These surfaces are seen to
self-affine with a Hurst exponent which crosses over fr
near unity to approximately 0.75 at aboutL51. In the same
figure we also show~by thin curves! the corresponding gen
eralized increment correlation functions for surfaces gen
ated from the above ones by the insertion of a finite den
of vertical discontinuities. In contrast to the result for t
original surfaces, the slopes of the latter curves depend oq,
indicating that the discontinuous surfaces are multiaffi
Conversely, in Fig. 8~b! we illustrate the effect of removing
the discontinuities from a surface generated by our mo
with 0% vacancies. While the original surface is multiaffi
~signified by theq-dependent slopes!, the surface from which
the discontinuities are removed is self-affine with a Hu
exponent of approximately 0.98, corresponding to
straight line segments used to represent the polymer ch
These numerical results clearly show that the multiaffinity
our model surfaces is due to the vertical discontinuit
caused by the overhangs. Possible methods to improve
agreement of the scaling behavior of the model surfaces
that of the experimental system by removing the discontin
ties are discussed in Sec. V.

The large-L saturation values,Csat
1/q , are summarized in

TABLE I. Scaling exponentHq :dependence onq and vacancy
concentration.

Vacancies~%! H0.5 H1 H1.5 H2 H2.5

0 1.0008 0.9682 0.8683 0.7030 0.5428
10 1.0113 0.9649 0.8232 0.6268 0.4688
20 1.0286 0.9543 0.7657 0.5627 0.4257
30 1.0541 0.9541 0.7212 0.5256 0.4088
40 1.0910 0.9607 0.7045 0.5168 0.4059
45 1.1087 0.9588 0.6940 0.5105 0.4019
47 1.158 0.9713 0.6939 0.5105 0.4019
49 1.140 0.9662 0.6820 0.5052 0.4021
49.5 1.1552 0.9711 0.6772 0.5025 0.400
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Fig. 9. For a fixed concentration of vacancies, the satura
value increases with increasingq. The saturation value also
increases with the vacancy concentration, quite dramatic
so when the concentration approaches the site-percola
limit of 50%. Figure 9~a! shows Csat

1/q versus the vacancy
concentration on a linear-log scale, while Fig. 9~b! shows the
same quantity versus the relative distance from the perc
tion limit, e512(%vacancies)/50%, on a log-log scal
The straight line in Fig. 9~b! is proportional toe2n with n
54/3 being the exact value for the connectivity-length exp
nent @30,31#. The figure indicates thatCsat

1/q appears to be
coupled to the connectivity length for vacancy percolation
the bulk, at least forq>1.

For a given vacancy concentration, all the curves in Fig
coincide forL* l 3 , indicating that the surface structure
not scale dependent on these large length scales. Due t

FIG. 7. The generalized Hurst exponentHq for systems with
different vacancy concentrations, from Table I.~a! Shown vsq for
different vacancy concentrations.~b! Shown vs vacancy concentra
tion for different values ofq. In both parts the lines are merel
guides to the eye.
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BUENDÍA, MITCHELL, AND RIKVOLD PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 046119 ~2002!
difficulty in obtaining a precise estimate forl 3 , we chose to
define it as the value ofL at which Hq50.3. This value is
shown versus the vacancy concentration in Fig. 10 wh
like Fig. 9, is divided into two parts. In Fig. 10~a! l 3 is
shown versus the vacancy concentration on a linear
scale, while in Fig. 10~b! it is shown versuse on a log-log
scale. The increase in the vicinity of the percolation thre
old is similar to that ofCsat

1/q in Fig. 9, except thatl 3 has a
significant background value that dominates at and belo
vacancy concentration of 40% (e>0.2). Thus our data indi-
cate that both these characteristic surface lengths are cou
to the bulk connectivity length as percolation is approach
Similar behavior to that observed for the saturation value
C2(L)1/2 is also seen for the saturation value ofwL .

In the templated polyacrylamide gels studied in Ref.@10#,

FIG. 8. Effects of discontinuities on the generalized correlat
functions Cq(L)1/q and their logarithmic slopes, the generaliz
Hurst exponentsHq , for self-affine and multiaffine surfaces. In a
sets of curves shown,q goes from 0.5 to 4.0 in increments of 0.
from below to above in the figures. For clarity of view, the da
corresponding to continuous surfaces~the thick curves! have been
divided by ten.~a! The thick curves correspond to continuous, a
proximately self-affine surfaces, as indicated by theq-independent
Hq . The thin curves represent discontinuous surfaces obtaine
inserting a finite density of vertical discontinuities in the origin
surfaces. For the latter surfaces,Hq depends onq, indicating mul-
tiaffinity on length scales less than ten. Each curve is an ave
over data for 1000 surfaces.~b! The thin curves correspond to
multiaffine simulated gel surface with 0% vacancies, correspond
to those for whichCq(L)1/q are shown in Fig. 5~a!. The thick curves
correspond to a continuous surface generated from the simu
gel surface by removing all vertical discontinuities. In this case,Hq

is independent ofq, indicating simple self-affinity.
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a strong increase in the crossover length and surface wid
surfactant concentrations above 20% by weight coinci
with a change from an optically clear material to a whi
opaque one. Such a change in the light scattering intensi
consistent with an increase in the bulk correlation len
from much smaller than, to on the order of the wavelength
visible light. Considering the numerical and experimen
evidence together, we conclude that the dramatic increas
the surface-related length scales that occur with increa
volume fraction of voids are related to a percolation tran
tion in the system of vacancies in the bulk, both in our mo
and in the experimental system by which it was inspired.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have proposed and studied a simple f
trated spring-network model which, with a relatively mode

n

-

by

ge

g

ed

FIG. 9. The large-L saturation value ofCq
1/q(L), Csat

1/q . ~a!
Shown vs vacancy concentration on a linear-log scale.~b! Shown vs
e512(%vacancies)/50% on a log-log scale.~Note that the va-
cancy concentration here increases toward theleft.! The straight line
is proportional toe24/3, corresponding to the connectivity length fo
bulk site percolation@30,31#. In both parts the error bars are small
than the symbol size.
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SURFACE SCALING ANALYSIS OF A FRUSTRATED . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 046119 ~2002!
computational effort, reproduces aspects of the scaling
havior of the surfaces of surfactant-templated polyacry
mide gels, recently observed in AFM experiments@10#.
While our model does not include excluded-volume effec
which are especially important for the short-range struct
of real gel systems, our results suggest that simple mo
that incorporate elastic properties of the gel can provid
useful framework for understanding large-scale structu
characteristics of these materials, which are otherwise
tremely difficult to simulate due to their complexity.

The main similarities and differences between the surf
structures of our statistical-mechanical model and the exp
mental system by which it was inspired are as follows.The
main similarity is a nontrivial scaling behavior correspon
ing to a power-law form of the increment correlation fun

FIG. 10. The crossover lengthl 3 between the multiaffine re
gime and the saturation regime, estimated as the minimum valu
L for which Hq(L)50.3. ~a! Shown vs vacancy concentration on
linear-log scale.~b! Shown vse512(%vacancies)/50% on a log
log scale.~Note that the vacancy concentration here increases
ward theleft.! The straight line is proportional toe24/3, correspond-
ing to the connectivity length for bulk site percolation@30,31#. In
both parts the error bars are smaller than the symbol size.
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tion at small and intermediate length scales. This power-
behavior terminates at a crossover length scale, above w
the rms surface width and the increment correlation fu
tions both reach saturation values that appear to be inde
dent of the system size. The origin of this crossover beha
is explained in terms of the structural inhomogeneities of
gel. On large length scales the scaling behavior reflects
average network structure, while on small length scales
microscopic density fluctuations of the gel network play t
most important role. The quantitative dependence of
crossover on the bulk vacancy concentration is discussed
ther below.The main differencebetween the model and th
experimental surfaces lies in the details of the scaling beh
ior at length scales below the crossover length: the mo
surfaces are multiaffine, while the experimental surfaces
self-affine. The multiaffinity in the model is caused by th
finite density of vertical discontinuities in the simulated su
faces~see Fig. 1!, which are not seen in the experiment
system~see Fig. 7 of Ref.@10#!. The discontinuities in the
simulated surfaces as they are defined here result from o
hangs in the spring configuration at the surface, and mod
cation of the model to improve the detailed agreement w
the scaling behavior of the experimental system should
at eliminating these overhangs.~It is also possible that over
hangs do in fact exist in the undisturbed experimental s
faces, but are so mechanically weak that they are smoo
out by the force of the AFM tip.! In the model, the numbe
and size of overhangs could be reduced or eliminated in s
eral ways. One possibility is to simulate the smoothing
tion of the AFM tip, e.g., by a running-average method. A
other possibility is to include a weak gravitational field~the
specific gravity of the polymers is greater than that of wate!,
which would bend overhanging sections down into the m
part of the interface. It should also be noted that the lar
coordination number in three dimensions most likely wou
reduce the importance of overhangs in a three-dimensio
version of the model, even without further modification
~Extension to three dimensions would also reduce the n
ber of disconnected pieces, which are partly responsible
the large overhangs seen in the case of high vacancy de
ties. However, the computational cost would be large.! A
more exhaustive numerical and analytical study of the in
ence of discontinuities on surface scaling behavior is c
rently underway@33#.

The experimental surfactant templating was simulated
introducing a nonzero volume fraction of voids in the ne
work through deleting lattice nodes and their associa
springs. Both the horizontal crossover length and the vert
surface thickness~as measured by the saturation values
both the rms surface width and the generalized increm
correlation functions! increase dramatically as the vacan
concentration approaches the site-percolation limit of 50
An analogous increase of the characteristic horizontal
vertical length scales with surfactant concentration is
served in the experimental system, where it coincides wit
dramatic increase in the optical opacity. The numerical
sults for our model thus support the hypothesis that this
crease in the experimental system is caused by a percola
transition of the voids created by removal of the surfactan
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In conclusion, despite the differences in the details of
scaling behavior at small and intermediate length scales,
simplified random-spring model successfully mimics seve
of the surface characteristics of an important new class
porous media, including the dramatic increase in surf
roughness that occurs with increasing surfactant concen
tion. Efforts to further improve the agreement between
small-scale scaling behavior of our theoretical model a
that of the experimental system by which it was inspired
left for future study. These efforts should, in particular, i
volve the introduction of excluded-volume interactions a
include investigations of the dependence of the scaling p
erties of the model on external forces due to gravity or
AFM tip, as well as on the statistics of the local spring d
tribution and the dimensionality of the model.
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